Svalbard Guidelines

1. Don’t be an Arctic litterbug! Leave no lasting signs of your visit.
2. Birds and other animals are not to be disturbed. Remember you are the guest.
3. Help take care of the biodiversity. Do not pick flowers.
4. Leave old cultural remains alone. Law protects all traces of humans from before 1946.
5. It is prohibited to lure, pursue or otherwise seek out polar bears or other wildlife to provoke or elicit reactions from them as all wildlife in Svalbard is wild and dangerous.
6. Don’t leave settlements without a suitable gun, and experience in hunting.
7. Be considerate to others.
8. Contact the Governor’s office if planning a large field excursion. A mandatory registration applies for travel to large parts of Svalbard.
9. Acquaint yourself with the rules and regulations pertaining to travel and other tourist activities in Svalbard.
10. For the sake of both the environment and yourself, we recommend organized tour arrangements. It is impossible being an invisible tourist, but you appreciate you try.

Relaxed café!

Svalbard Museum

The museum presents the history of three airships trying to reach the North Pole, all starting from Svalbard: “America”, “Norge” and “Italia”. Exhibition of pictures, documents, films, models of landscape, ships, airplanes and aircraft. The shop offers books and souvenirs.

Galleri Svalbard

Our gallery is the northernmost photo gallery in the world. Award winning photographers Ole Janerud Lådalen and Roy Mangreier are presenting 50 of their best images from Svalbard. They are produced as fine art prints, then signed and numbered 1-30 in a limited Edition collection.

LIFE IN ICE AND LIGHT – We are showing you Svalbard’s 400 years of natural and cultural history in an award winning exhibition. The museum shop offers Arctic souvenirs, fossils and jewelry designed by local artists, postcards, stamps, maps and Arctic literature.

Relaxed café!

Grafiisk bearbeidelse: Visit Svalbard AS i samarbeid med Lundblad Media AS, Tromsø. Kartgrunnlag Longyearbyen lokalstyre

Relaxed café!

Gruve/fjell 446 metres asl Sukkertoppen 371 metres asl

Svalbard Church is part of the Church of Norway and organised by the Church of Norway’s Diocese of Nord-Hålogaland. The Church is a meeting place and a venue for both religious services and cultural gatherings. With its singular Arctic landscape as altar cloth, we meet all kinds of people in all of life’s situations. The church is open 24/7.

Dining, winning and shopping in Longyearbyen

In our small town of 2000 people we have an abundance of options for both dining & wine, as well as shopping. The cafés, restaurants and bars are varied, but all offering great food and drinks in a relaxed and welcoming atmosphere. The locals love going out eating and drinking, so why don’t you join them? In between doing activities or visiting attractions you may plan activities or visiting attractions you may plan activities or visiting attractions you may plan.

CLOTHING

Taxfree gear/clothing for your expedition – at very reasonable prices as Svalbard is all year round.

Relaxed café!

Note:

Svalbard is exempt from VAT, thus goods are tax-free.
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